ABSTRACT -For evahration of arithmetical expressions using multiple precision floating-point arithmetic, a method is given to automatically perform error cumulation control prior to the actual computations.
INTRODUCTION
An important application of computer algebra systems is the generation of code for numerical purposes via automatic or semiautomatic program generation. But the code thus obtained may be numerically unstable. However analyzing or improving such code manually is impractical, especially for large problems. Consequently, a symbolic-numeric interface ought to include tools for analyzing, or rather controlling the numerical stability of the generated code.
Most
of the existing automatic error analysis techniques [1, 2, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] are applied after the actual computations have been carried out with one fixed finite precision. In view of the existence of multiple precision floating-point arithmetic (MFA) packages, such as Sesaki 's [20] in REDUCE [5] , it would be more attractive to automatically determine, prior to the actual computations, which precision have to be chosen during (parts of) the real computations, in order to avoid unnecessary loss of significant digits.
We present an algorithmic method to perform a priori error analysis and error cumulation control. This method allows to produce a set of instructions for a reliable use of a MFA package, as the method allows to automatically determine the required precision for each MFA operation in the computational process of an arithmetical expression, once accuracy of input data and required precision for the answer are known.
The earlier approach of Hulshof and van Hulzen [6] was based on interval arithmetic. Therefore it may result in overestimations, also because the arguments of each MFA operation, and consequently their cumulative errors, were viewed as mutually independent entities. Our present method also relies on automatic differentiation facilities -provided by its computer algebra context -thus allowing to take possible dependence in the computational process into account. The organization of this paper is as follows.
In section 2 we describe how an arithmetical expression that will be evahtated using MFA can be rewritten as a sequence of input data and basic operations. Each of these input data and basic operations is considered as an individual error source in the actual computation of the value of the arithmetical expression. The effects of individual errors on the value of the arithmetical expression are discussed in section 3; this section is also used to show how to compute these effects efficiently via automatic differentiation.
In section 4 we describe how the required precision for each basic operation in the sequence, introduced in section 2, is obtained from the effects discussed in section 3. An interesting aspect, i.e. accuracy of the precomputations, is discussed in section 5. Finally, section 6 is used to give some conclusions and to indicate future research.
COMPUTATIONAL PROCESS
Our method for error cumulation control can be applied to blocks of straightline code, but for the sake of simplicity, we restrict our attention to the evaluation of a single arithmetical expression. We consider an arithmetical expression that defines a mapping~of n real numbers xi, i=l,2 >. ... n, onto a real number y=.f(xl, x2,..., x").
The process of computing the value of the arithmetical expression is assumed to be representable by a computational scheme, i.e. a sequence of the following form: 
s(i).
A computational scheme can be visualized by a computational graph, i.e. a directed graph with for each Ui in the computational scheme a corresponding node, and for each $i in the comprnational scheme a corresponding set ofs (i) arcs: one arc from each of the nodes corresponding to the arguments Ui,, Ui,, . . ., Ui,0 of @i to the node corresponding to ui. Obviously, the graph thus 'constructed is acyclic, and given such a graph, the corresponding The associated computational graph is:
=X2
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In the acturd computation of the value of an arithmetical expression using MFA, two types of errors generally arise:
1.
2.
Errors in th input data. The input data xi. i = 1, 2, , . . . n, may not be known or represented exactly, so approxitnati ons ij, i=l,2, ..., n, have to be used in the actual computation. and we can~onsider j as the-result of applying an approximating function~of fto~, i.e. j =$(;). Then 7) i.e. the total error Ay in~is a combination of a propagated error f (~) --f&), dur to the errors in the input data, and a genzrwted error f(x) -f(x), due to the rounding errors of the MFA operations. We adopt the point of view that errors in input data are inevitable, while rounding errors are adjustable, i.e. they can be reduced by increasing the precision of the MFA operations. Our aim is to reduce the generated error in j such that it fits into the gap between the propagated error and some admissible error bound.
AUTOMATIC DIFFERENTIATION
In view of (2.1) -(2.3) and (2.4) -(2.6) the local (absolute) error 
where .%ildui, is the so-called local partial derivative of Ui with respect to u+ in (2.2), i.e. duitau~= il~i(ui,, Ui,, , . . . uj,<, )/&fG , and O (A2U, ) stands for terms of the second and higher orders with respect to the Au's. By applying (3.4) and (3.5) to the whole computational process for the arithmetical expression, and by using the chain rule of differentiation, the following expression for the totaf error Ay in the computed value j is obtained:
where ily/dui is the (total) partial derivative of y with respect to ui in the sequence (2.1) -(2.3), and O (S2U,) stands for terms of the second and higher orders with respect to the 6u's. In the next section we show that these ay /i3ui's are used to determine the required precision for each basic operation in the sequence (2.1) -(2.3), once absolute bounds for the local errors &Ji, i=l,2 ,. ... n, in the input data and an admissible absolute bound for the total error Ay in the answer are known. Therefore, an automatic and efficient computation of these~y/aui's is of vital importance. The remainder of thk section is dedicated to such a computation.
Every local partial derivative~ui/hb in (3.5) is assumed to be automatically computable. This is clearly a realistic assumption. For example, if @i= x , i.e. if Ui = ui, x Uiz , then the corresponding Iocaf partial derivatives are hilaui, = ui, and auilaui, = ui, .
Under this assumption all i3y/aui's in (3.6) can be computed efficiently by automatically extending the computational scheme (2.1) -(2.3) according to (3.9) -(3.13). Let Ii be the set of indices of all arguments of @i in (2.2), i.e. Denoting by vi the (total) partial derivative ay/i)ui , the extended computational scheme mentioned above is as follows: where ihijlaui is one of the (automatically computable) local partial derivatives in (3.5). By definition we have j > i for all j c Ji.
Thus vi is computed from vj's with j > i, whereas ui is computed from ui,'s with ij < i. Therefore, the extension (3.12) -(3.13) is called the reverse extension by Griewank [4] . He has demonstrated that the cost of evaluating the extended computational scheme (3.9) -(3.13) is no more than five times the cost of evaluating the computational scheme (3.9) -(3.11 where -in accordance with (3.12) and (3,13) -vi stands for aylaui.
Given an admissible absolute bound Ey for th: total error Ay in~, and denoting the propagated error bound~Ivi \ Ei by Ep, we i=l m want the generated error bound~Ivi I Ei to fit into the (possii-+1 ble) gap between the propagated error bound Ep and the admksible error bound Ey, i.e.
Ivilsi s Ey-Ep. (4.12) i=n+1
If there is such a gap, i.e. if Ep < Ey, this can be achieved by choosing (for instance) ~,< Still operating in IP10,4, we get E>~'~.651 C10-7. Assuming the admissible error bound Ey = 6.10-7, we find the following minimal precision, using (4. 14): df = 6, d5 =9, dc = 6, and d7 = 9.
The use of these precision results in j = 1.06850230.101.
Since y = 87119597/8153431, we indeed obtain lAy I s Ey, i.e. 1.06850224.101< y < 1.O685O236.1OI. n
The above outlined approach to automatic error cumulation control is implemented in REDUCE, as extension of Sasaki's MFA package, and can be summarized as a Precomputation Algorithm
Input
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4 extend thk sequence to the form (3.9) -(3.13).
evaluate tils extended sequence using floating-point arithmetic with a (low) precision.
compute the minimal precision, according to (4. '14), using the same arithmetic.
During the a priori computation the approximating vahtes of the Ui 's, the vi's and Ep need not to be accurate, as long as their most significant digit is a reliable measure for determining, according to (4.14), the precision that will be used in the actual computation. In case of example 4.1 floating-point tiithrnetic with a low precision (d= 4) torned out to be sufficient for the precomputations. However, that does not suffice in all cases, as we shall see in the following example. u As shown in example 5.1, the use of floating-point arithmetic with a (low) precision in the precomputations may lead to wrong precision for the actual computation. This possible problem can (probably) be avoided by using during the a priori computations a so-called verified inclusion algorithm. In such an algorithm interval arithmetic is used, and by means of iteration the diameters of the resulting intervals are mostly reduced to the magnitude of the relative rounding error unit. Consequently, even a low precision for the floating-point bounds of these intervals is generally sufficient for the precomputations.
We are working on such a modification of our method. For more details of verified inclusions see [17, 18, 19] .
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A method has been presented for automatic error analysis and error cumulation control prior to the actual computation of the vahre of an arithmetical expression.
We believe that such an a priori analysis c.q. control is an interesting tool, especially as part of a symbolic-numeric interface.
We intend to combine it with our program generation [3] and code optimization facilities [7] , in order to aim at a symbolic-numeric interface that provides user friendly facilities to allow to produce efficient and reliable numerical programs in a natural way. Therefore, the present implementation is a prototype.
Basic to the presented method are the concepts of local and total absolute errors and an equation which relate them. If in this equation the terms of the second and higher orders with respect to the local errors are neglectable, and in many cases they are, then good results are obtained by applying our method (with verified inclusions).
Throughout thk paper we have restricted our attention to a single arithmetical expression. However, all techniques incorporated in the method can be applied to a set of arithmetical expressions, and such a set may be given in the form of a straightline algorithm. Besides, the absolute error point of view has been adopted in this paper, whereas a similar method can be obtained from the relative error point of view.
Finally, we remark that the presented method may be refined by considering local errors as stochastic ally independent random variables and consequently using probabilistic error bounds in stead of absolute bounds, Furthermore, modifications of the admissible 10CSI error bounds, see (4.13), might lead to another refinement of the method.
